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 QUESTION 1  

 
What are two ways that a client or service can programmatically discover healthy nodes for a service 

registered in a local Consul cluster? (select two) 

 

A. DNS 

B. User Interface (UI) 

C. HTTP API 

D. federation 
 
 
 

 Correct Answer: A,C  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

Applications can discover healthy nodes of a particular service by accessing the DNS name of the 

service (e.g., website.service.consul) or by making the request via 

Consul's HTTP API. 

https://learn.hashicorp.com/consul/getting-started/services#query-services 

 
 QUESTION 2  

 
Consul uses a gossip protocol that is powered by Serf. How is this communication protected between 

all participating servers and clients? 

A. shared secret 

B. username and password 

C. mutual TLS 

D. TLS 
 
 

 

 Correct Answer: A  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

Consul's gossip protocol is protected by a symmetric key, or a shared secret, that is configured as 

part of the configuration file or in a separate file that is read when the 

Consul service starts. For example, you can add the parameter "encrypt" to the configuration file with 

32-byte, Base64 encoded shared secret. All nodes in the Consul 

cluster, including WAN joined datacenters, must use the same encryption key. 

An example of this key would be pUqJrVyVRj5jsiYEkM/tFQYfWyJIv4s3XkvDwy7Cu5s= 

Furthermore, you can generate this 32-byte, Base64 encoded shared secret by using the built-in 

command consul keygen 

$ consul keygen 

pUqJrVyVRj5jsiYEkM/tFQYfWyJIv4s3XkvDwy7Cu5

s= 



  

More information about the gossip encryption can be found here. 

By the way, the HashiCorp Learn platform mentioned that the key is 16-bytes, but that was changed 

sometime in 2019 in order for Serf to encrypt data using AES256 

 
 QUESTION 3  

 
Which of the following are true about running Consul in development mode? (select three) 

A. development mode is easily scalable 

B. it is acceptable to run development mode in a production environment 

C. development mode is not secure 

D. development mode should never be used in a production environment 

E. development mode allows you to easily experiment with most of Consul's functionality 
 
 

 

 Correct Answer: C,D,E  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

Running Consul in development mode is not secure or scalable but does let you quickly experiment 

with most of Consul's functionality without extra configuration. 

Development mode does not use TLS to secure communications. Therefore, it is not secure. 

Development mode runs the Consul as an in-memory server. Therefore, it is limited to a single node 

and is not scalable. Because Consul dev mode runs only on a single 

node, it is not suited for production environments. 

More information on using the -dev flag to run Consul development mode can be found here. 

 
 QUESTION 4  

 
You need to look up the members of the current Consul cluster. Consul ACLs have been enabled with 

a default rule of deny. You run the command consul members and 

receive the results as expected. 

Which of the statements below can be true? (select two) 

1. $ consul members 

2. Node Address Status Type Build Protocol DC Segment 

3. CONSUL-NODE-A 10.0.10.208:8301 alive server 1.6.3+ent 2 dc-1 

4. CONSUL-NODE-B 10.0.11.59:8301 alive server 1.6.3+ent 2 dc-1 

5. CONSUL-NODE-C 10.0.10.117:8301 alive server 1.6.3+ent 2 dc-1 

6. CONSUL-NODE-D 10.0.11.107:8301 alive server 1.6.3+ent 2 dc-1 

7. CONSUL-NODE-E 10.0.10.25:8301 alive server 1.6.3+ent 2 dc-1 

A. you're running as a privileged user, so a token is not needed 

B. the token was already set using the CONSUL_HTTP_TOKEN environment variable 

C. the anonymous token permits you to read this information 

D. you're logged in directly on a Consul server node, therefore a token isn't needed to execute read- 

only commands 



  

 Correct Answer: B,C  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

In this scenario, if you run consul members without a token and get a response, there can be only two 

reasons that it would immediately return the response. 

1) the environment variable CONSUL_HTTP_TOKEN has already been set with a token with 

sufficient privileges 

2) the anonymous token permits a read on the agent_prefix 

The only other way this would work without a token is if the default_policy was set to "allow" or ACLs 

weren't enabled - both of which were specifically called out in the 

question. 

https://www.consul.io/docs/acl/acl-rules 

 
 QUESTION 5  

 
Given the following Consul agent configuration, what statements below are true? (select three) 1. 

{ 

2. "datacenter": "us-east-1", 

3. "data_dir": "/var/consul/data", 

4. "node_name": "web-server-a", 

5. "server": false, 

6. "retry_join": ["provider=aws tag_key=consul tag_value=true"], 7. 

} 

A. the client will automatically attempt to join a cluster upon agent start 

B. the configuration file has been written for a Consul client 

C. another file or configuration is needed to register a service with Consul 

D. the configuration file is for a node that will act as a Consul server 
 
 
 

 Correct Answer: A,B,C  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

The configuration file is written for a Consul client, which is determined by the value of the server 

parameter. In this case, it's false, indicating it will not be a server, 

therefore it must be a Consul client. 

Using retry_join, the client will automatically attempt to join a Consul client based upon the AWS tags 

specified. Alternatively, the retry_join could have been written 

to include the IP addresses of the Consul server nodes. However, because Consul servers are often 

treated as immutable, specifying IP addresses generally isn't scalable in 

a large environment as each client configuration file would need to be changed if new Consul nodes 

were provisioned. 

Beyond the configuration file reference in the question, a second service definition file would be 

needed to register the actual service being hosted or provided by this 

client. The node_name provided indicates that this is a web server, so maybe the service definition 

http://www.consul.io/docs/acl/acl-rules


  

file may register a front-end portal running on port 80 using Apache. 

 
 QUESTION 6  

 
A Consul cluster containing (5) Consul server nodes can tolerate how many failures before Consul 

cannot establish a quorum and continue to operate? 

A. 3 

B. 4 

C. 2 

D. 1 
 
 

 

 Correct Answer: C  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

The following chart can be used to determine the number of failures a Consul cluster can handle 

before being unable to establish a quorum and the Consul service 

becoming unavailable. 

 

https://www.consul.io/docs/internals/consensus.html#deployment-table 

 
 QUESTION 7  

 
Bob is responsible for a long-running application at Startup, Inc. Since the DevOps team has selected 

Consul for service discovery features, Bob has registered the application with Consul so microservices 

can discover and communicate with this legacy app. However, Bob needs to be able to update the 

service configuration to add a health check to the service definition without restarting the Consul client. 

How can Bob add the health check without negatively impacting the local Consul agent? 

A. run a consul watch command to push the new configuration to Consul 

B. run a consul reload to pick up the new configuration 

C. simply update the file and Consul will automatically pick up the new changes 

D. change the service configuration file to use -config-dir instead of config-file and restart the agent 

http://www.consul.io/docs/internals/consensus.html#deployment-table


  

 Correct Answer: B  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

In this case, Bob can run a consul reload in order to trigger a reload of the configuration file. 

Remember that not all configuration options are reloadable, but updating/adding a 

service configuration change is supported by a consul reload. More about consul 

reload can be found here. 

More about the supported reloadable configurations can be found here. 

 
 QUESTION 8  

 
While all of the TLS encryption settings are recommended, only some satisfy the security/threat 

model. When you set verify_server_hostname to true, what is true about 

the TLS certificate for this to work properly? (select three) 

A. the certificate hostname should match server.. format 

B. it verifies the hostname for all requesting clients against the DNS records found in Consul or an 

authoritative DNS server for the specified domain 

C. it is used to ensure outgoing connections perform hostname verification 

D. verify_server_hostname prevents a client from modifying its configuration and becoming a Consul 

server 

 
 

 Correct Answer: A,C,D  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

HashiCorp suggests that you enabled verify_server_hostname to protect your Consul deployment. It 

will verify outgoing connections to servers (not clients) by hostname. 

In order to verify this, the node verifies that the certificate contains the server.., where the default 

would be server.dc1.consul assuming the 

defaults for both the -datacenter parameter and the -domain parameter in the configuration file. 

Assuming a client cannot get a valid TLS certificate, it would not have a 

cert with this hostname, and therefore could not restart the Consul agent as a server and replicate 

the Consul data to it. 

https://www.consul.io/docs/agent/options.html#verify_server_hostname 

https://www.consul.io/docs/agent/options.html#_datacenter 

https://www.consul.io/docs/agent/options.html#_domain 

 
 QUESTION 9  

 
Based on the screenshot below, select the answers that are true: (select three) 

http://www.consul.io/docs/agent/options.html#verify_server_hostname
http://www.consul.io/docs/agent/options.html#_datacenter
http://www.consul.io/docs/agent/options.html#_domain


  

 
 

A. Consul will not send traffic to this host since the health check is failing 

B. there is a single node that has registered the counting service 

C. although the host has registered, the health check is failing 

D. Consul will continue to send traffic to this host since the host is healthy 
 
 
 

 Correct Answer: A,B,C  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

In this screenshot, you are viewing the counting service, which displays all the nodes that have 

registered the counting service. As you can see, there is only a single node 

hosting this service, however, the health check on this node is failing. Consul will not send traffic to 

any node where the health check is failing. 

 
 QUESTION 10  

 
Given the following prepared query, what steps can be taken to easily redirect users to a new version of 

an application? (select two) 

1. { 

2. "Name": “hashiconf-app", 

3. "Service": { 

4. "Service": “conference-app", 

5. "Tags": ["v9.10"] 



  

6. } 

7. } 

A. update the prepared query to reflect the new build number 

B. create a new prepared query to reflect the changes required 

C. register the updated service as conference-app - include the new build number of the application as 

a tag 

D. update DNS or the URL that clients use to access your application 
 
 

 

 Correct Answer: A,C  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

To redirect users to a new version of the application, all you'd have to do is register the new services 

with the proper tag (i.e., tag = v9.11) and update the prepared query 

with the new build. This update to the prepared query will immediately redirect users to any healthy 

nodes running the conference-app that includes v9.11 as a tag when 

the services registered with Consul. 

The best part of all, since the prepared query doesn't need to be recreated, the DNS record, or URL 

that the client uses to access the application doesn't change either. This 

quick change is a super simple way to quickly migrate users to newer versions of the application 

without requiring additional changes. 

https://learn.hashicorp.com/consul/developer-discovery/geo-failover#static-policy 

By the way, this simple prepared query example came from my presentation at HashiConf '19. Note 

that the build numbers included in this question are the dates from 

HashiCorp :) Check it out here if interested. 

 
 QUESTION 11  

 
True or False? The Consul Snapshot Agent is an open-source tool that can help create Consul 

snapshots based on a schedule and save them to external storage, such as 

Amazon S3 or Azure Blob Storage. 

A. false 

B. true 
 
 
 

 Correct Answer: A  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

While the Consul snapshot agent can help create Consul snapshots based on a schedule and save 

them to external storage, such as Amazon S3 or Azure Blob Storage, it's 

a feature of Consul Enterprise and is not an open-source tool. 


